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Abstract

Scientists collect data about genes, stars, and human behavior. Corporations collect

data about purchases and products, and the government collects data about people

and policies. These data contain important hidden structure, and data mining is a

suite of statistical tools that provide ways to discover that structure.

The Isaac Newton Institute program on Statistical Theory and Methods for Complex,

High-Dimensional Data has drawn together some of the world’s experts in data

mining, and this talk tries to lay out the kinds of questions that are driving their

research.
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1. Introduction

Suppose you are a bank loan officer. In order to decide about making a loan, you

want to be able to estimate how much money a particular client can repay, based on

information contained in your client’s transaction history and loan application.

A standard approach is to fit a multiple linear regression model:

Y = β0 + β1X1 + . . . + βpXp + ǫ

where

Y is the amount of money the client can repay,

X1, . . . , Xp represent information from the client’s dossier,

β0, . . . , βp are weights determined from your previous history with other clients, and

ǫ represents random error.
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The approach is useful because:

• it is interpretable—the effect of each explanatory variable Xp is described by a

single weight

• statistical theory supports inference and prediction is easy

• simple interactions and transformations are easy

• dummy variables allow use of categorical information

• computation is fast.

The approach also makes loan decisions objective. If one excludes explanatory

variables that give gender or race, then a bank can prove in court that its loan policies

are not discriminatory.

But this simple model does not work very well in complicated situations.
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There are lots of important situations that are much more complex. Data mining has

developed in response to such needs.

• In genetics, microarray experiments take a tissue sample and determine the

extent to which each gene is activated. These are the X1, . . . , Xp values, and the

physician would like to estimate the patient’s disease status.

This is hard because p is large and your sample of patients is typically

quite small.

• In counterterrorism, law enforcement officers want profiling tools that determine

which people receive additional scrutiny.

This is hard because p is large and the sample of terrorists is small

(although the sample of non-terrorists is quite large); also, there is

probably substantial error in the reported values of the X variables.

• In astronomy, one has observations on the background level of microwave

radiation in different parts of the sky, and wants to estimate the function that

describes how that background radiation has changed over time.

This is hard because the function that describes change over time is

not linear.
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2. The Curse of Dimensionality

As the number of possible explanatory variable grows, making good estimates gets

very much harder. This principle was discovered by Bellman in the context of

numerical approximation.

The COD applies to all high-dimensional statistical

analyses that cannot make strong assumptions (e.g.,

that the relationship between each Xj and Y is linear).

In terms of the sample size n and dimension p, the

COD has three nearly equivalent descriptions:

• For fixed n, as p increases, the data become sparse.

• As p increases, the number of possible models explodes.

• For large p, most datasets are multicollinear (or concurve, a nonparametric

generalization).
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To explain the sparsity description of the COD, assume that n points are uniformly

distributed in the unit cube in IRp. What is the side-length ℓ of a subcube that is

expected to contain a fraction d of the data? Ans: ℓ = p
√

d
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This means that for large p, the amount of local information that is available to fit

bumps and wiggles in f is too small.
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To explain the model explosion description of the COD, suppose we restrict attention

to just linear models of degree 2 or fewer. For p = 1 these are:

IE[Y ] = β0 IE[Y ] = β1x1 IE[Y ] = β2x
2
1

IE[Y ] = β0 + β1x1 IE[Y ] = β0 + β2x
2
1 IE[Y ] = β1x1 + β2x

2
1

IE[Y ] = β0 + β1x1 + β2x
2
1

For p = 2 this set is extended to include expressions with the terms α1x2, α2x
2
2, and

γ12x1x2.

For general p, combinatorics shows that the number of possible models is
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This increases superexponentially in p, and there is not enough sample to enable the

data to pick one among all these models.
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3. Visualization

In very high dimensions, visualization does not work. But we can use visualization to

get insight into some of the issues that challenge statistical analysis.

To illustrate, consider a visualization of a 3-dimensional cube. Theu human eye sees

the structure immediately.
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In contrast, here is the image of a 10-dimensional cube. As before, each axis is tilted

10deg out of alignment with our visual perspective.
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Theorem: In high dimensions, from almost every direction a data set looks like a

random blob of points.
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As a different visualization example, consider the problem of nonlinearity. Suppose

there is a single explanatory variable, but the relationship between Y and X is

nonlinear.
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This curve might represent the number of friends one has as a function of age, from

15 to 70.
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To try to recover the unknown function from the

observed data, statisticians use smoothing.

This is an old area and many have worked on

smoothing, but the intellectual leader was surely

John Tukey.

Smoothing tries to do some kind of averaging of nearby Y values in order to discover

the local bumps and wiggles in the curve. It requires a lot of data to do this, and as

the dimension increases, the problem is exacerbated.

There are many approaches to smoothing but some of the common ones include Bin

Smoothing, Moving Averages, Running Lines, and LOESS.
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Bin Smoothing: Divide the line

into disjoint bins; e.g., use the inter-

vals {[i, i + 1), i ∈ Z}. Then, within

each bin, average the Y values.

Moving Averages: Use variable-

width bins containing a fixed number

of observations, rather than fixed-

width bins with a variable number

of observations.
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Running Line: This improves on

the moving average by fitting a line

rather than an average to the data

within a variable-width bin. But it

still tends to be rough.

Moving Averages: LOESS ex-

tends the running line smooth by

using weighted linear regression in-

side the variable-width bins. Loess

is more computationally intensive,

but is often satisfactorily smooth and

flexible.
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A third aspect of visualization is Parallel Coordinate

Plots. These were invented by Alfred Inselberg (1985;

The Visual Computer, 1, 69-91).
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A fourth visualization tool is the rotating point cloud. This enables one to see

“three-dimensional” projections of high-dimensional spaces. The technique breaks

down when the number of dimensions is greater than about 15, but there are many

cases for which it is helpful.
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4. The New(er) Work

There is a lot of high-level mathematics that goes on in data mining, and some of the

best (mathematical) minds of this generation are focused upon this.

Some of the main challenges have been to:

• Substitute computational power for theoretical calculation;

• Provide interpretable models for complex data sets;

• Handle data when the dimension p is much larger than the number of observations

n.

None of these problems is fully solved, and often the mathematical contribution is to

prove that they cannot be solved in general. Howver, the mathematics can sometimes

identify specific conditions under which solutions or partial solutions are possible.
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Brad Efron invented the bootstrap to solve the first

problem. Here one uses the computer to draw sec-

ondary samples from the original sample in order to

learn about the uncertainty in one’s estimates.
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For interpretability, many people have made contributions, but one of most significant

was the invention of classification trees by Jerry Friedman and Leo Breiman.

A classification tree starts with a training sample of n cases with known categories.

Case i has a vector of covariates xi, and those are used to build a tree-structured

classification rule.
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Formally, recursive partitioning splits the training sample into increasingly similar

groups, thus inducing a partition on the space of explanatory variables.

At each step, the algorithm considers three possible kinds of splits using the vector of

explanatory values x:

1. Is xi ≤ t? (univariate split)

2. Is
∑p

i=1 wixi ≤ t? (linear combination split)

3. Does xiǫS? (categorical split, used if xi is a categorical variable).

The algorithm searches over all possible values of t, all coefficients {wi}, and all

possible subsets S of the category values to find the split that best separates the cases

in the training sample into two groups with maximum increase in overall homogeneity.
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A patient whose minimum systolic blood pressure is less than 91 is classified as high

risk; otherwise, the tree asks whether the patient is older than 62.5. If not, then the

patient is low risk; if so, then the tree asks about sinus tachycardia. If there is no

tachycardia, the patient is low risk.
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To handle the “large p, small n” problem, things

are still a bit unresolved. But David Donoho has

recently made very interesting progress by consid-

ering random projections of convex polytopes.

It turns out that for many situations, the problem

can be solved iff (if and only if) the certain ver-

tices of a p-dimensional polytope are still on the

boundary of the “shadow” of the polytope in a

lower-dimensional space.
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5. Conclusions

• Statistics is key to hard science, soft science, and things that may not be science

at all. It is the foundation of informed policy making.

• Many applications of statistics are sincerely hard. The easy questions have been

answered—modern researchers and managers must now cope with very complex

data sets, usually in very high dimensions.

• The Isaac Newton Institute is one of the leaders in an international effort

to find better tools for understanding data that are critical in medicine, global

warming, ecological interaction, complex manufacture, and finance.

• Remarkably, many of the key ideas that underlie recent major breakthroughs are

relatively intuitive. One does not need advanced training in higher mathematics

to contribute; one just needs a fresh way of looking at things.

• But then one has to do a lot more mathematics to explain why the fresh

perspective is the right perspective. As Euclid told the prince of Egypt, “there is

no royal road”.
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